OFFERING YOU THE MOST CAPABILITIES

Star Building Systems
STAR OFFERS YOU MORE WAYS TO DO MORE KINDS OF PROJECTS.

StarShield standing seam roof, long lasting weathertight construction.


Compatibility with external treatments.

Custom designs that allow maximum flexibility in geometric roof slopes and design loads.

More and more Star Building Systems are specified because more and more people are discovering the advantages and the solid reputation that Star has built over the last 75 years by giving the building owner exactly what he needs.

Star is a leading supplier of custom-engineered building systems in an industry that has captured over 50% of the low-rise construction in the United States for the last 10 years. And for Star, our growth has enabled us to excel in offering our customers the finest building systems' products on the market.

Star can give you the look you demand for your next project. Our wide range of structural systems make designing a building more flexible and economical. Our accessories provide the finishing touches that each exterior deserves.

Star's architectural standing seam roof system and single skin ribbed roof system provide lasting protection from the elements and have a 20-year warranty.

Star's many wall systems include single skin, concealed fastener walls, and a factory insulated wall with high energy efficiency ratings.

From multi-story buildings to huge, clear span expansions, Star’s structural systems can be as flexible as your building design. Use a single slope design; whatever your method, we have the system to accomplish the task.

Star provides many accessories to finish the job. Star’s building accessories are specifically designed to match the metal building systems with the same high quality design and fabrication as other Star products.

When you’re planning your next project, Star can provide the answers. With over 800 builder/distributors across the nation, there's a Star professional near you, along with three manufacturing plants strategically positioned to provide on time shipments, service, and low freight costs.
**CLEAR SPAN**

**SSB**
Typical Uses: Shopping centers, convenience stores, free-standing retail units, fire stations, or where drainage is a particular concern.

**SWE** (width expansion)
Typical Uses: Building additions, covered outside storage, equipment rooms, small attached offices.

**STB**
Typical Uses: Offices, free-standing retail, small commercial, where clear span is desired.

**SRLO**
Typical Uses: Gymnasiums, industrial, clear span work areas, overhead bridge crane conditions.

**SRHI**
Typical Uses: Indoor recreational facilities—tennis, riding, soccer, etc. Agricultural—equipment or grain storage, architectural applications where roof slopes are shown. Aircraft Hangers.

**Long Bay**
Typical Uses: Warehouses, distribution centers, manufacturing and free-standing large retail.

**Multi-Story**
Typical Uses: Offices, processing plants, schools, hotels, and many industrial uses.

**MULTI SPAN**

**SMS**
Typical Uses: Warehouses, distribution centers, manufacturing, industrial or other facilities where large square footage is required. Interior column spacing 30'-80' and over.

**SMT**
Typical Uses: Warehouses, distribution centers, manufacturing, industrial or other facilities where high eave height or large square footage is required. Interior column spacing 30'-80' and over.

**SMTS**
Typical Uses: Warehouses, distribution centers, manufacturing facilities. Interior column spacing 30'-80' and over.
WALL PANELS

StarMark
26-Gauge, 16 Colors

Dura-Rib
26-Gauge, 16 Colors

StarTherm III, AW 200
26-Gauge, 10 Colors

StarTherm III, AW 300
26-Gauge, 10 Colors

StarCFW II
24-Gauge, 21 Colors

Downspouts
29-Gauge, 16 Colors

Perimeter Trim
26-Gauge, 8 Colors

WALL & ROOF PANELS

Star's roof and wall panels offer performance, durability, and versatility and are considered the best among the industry. Finishes include 70% Kynar® and siliconized polyester. These finishes come with a variety of warranties including Star's Ultra Premium-20-year warranty. Star's roof panel systems are proven performers. From StarShield, the industry's leading standing seam roof system, to our Dura-Rib single skin roof applications, the quality is unsurpassed, and the emphasis is on durability, weather tightness, and economy. With Star's many wall systems, you can cover your building with virtually any form, using a factory-insulated panel, an architectural concealed fastener wall system, or a single skin panel designed for durability.

DISCLAIMER

Star Building Systems are erected by independent building contractors, not agents of Star. All Star claims as to the ultimate performance of its products are contingent upon proper erection techniques as employed by the erecting contractor. These techniques must be in accordance with Star's suggested erection procedures. Star is not liable for damages incurred through improper erection procedures. Descriptions and specifications contained herein were in effect at the time this publication was approved for printing. Star reserves the right to discontinue products at any time or change specifications and/or designs without notice and without incurring obligation.